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Today in luxury:

CEO talks: Adrian Joffe of Dover Street Market

When Rei Kawakubo and her husband Adrian Joffe opened Dover Street Market in London 15 years ago mingling all
Comme des Garons lines with luxury and streetwear in a quirky emporium replete with porta-potty fitting cabins they
established something new in retail, what they dubbed "beautiful chaos," per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Sold! Paris luxury real estate shines as London suffers Brexit blues

British investor Robert Drake has bought a luxury flat near the Elysee Palace in central Paris for 2 million euros, lured
by ultra-low borrowing costs, attractive prices and a belief in the growing allure of continental Europe for financiers
post-Brexit, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Mot Hennessy buys control of luxury ros leader Chteau d'Esclans

Mot Hennessy, the wine and spirits division of French luxury titan LVMH, has made a big bet on pink, purchasing a
55 percent controlling stake in luxury Provence ros winery Chteau d'Esclans for an undisclosed sum. Chteau
d'Esclans is known for its Whispering Angel brand, which has been a driving force behind the premiumization of the
ros category in the U.S., according to Wine Spectator.

Click here to read the entire article on Wine Spectator

Elon Musk and the dying art of the big bet
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The show began Nov. 21 in Los Angeles with smoke, lasers and leaping plumes of fire. Then a futuristic new electric
truck rolled onstage; a fever dream of sharp angles, flat steel panels and supervillain aesthetics, says the Wall Street
Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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